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ABSTRAK
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ABSTRACT

HIKMAH WULANDARI. A320130086. TITIS SETYABUDY, S.Si., M.A.

This research focuses on the character of Mark Watney on The Martian novel by Andy weir using individual psychology study and focus on the spirit of survival of Mark Watney in Andy Weir's novel The Martian. This novel tells about an astronaut who lives alone on Mars because his crew left him who thought he had died from a storm that occurred on Mars. This type of research is qualitative. The type of data derives from the text-based narrative in a story consisting of punctuation, characters, words, phrases, and sentences. In this research there are two types object: material object and formal object. The researcher uses two data: primary data and secondary data. This research uses library research for data collection techniques in this study. The data analysis techniques in this research using descriptive for describing “The spirit of Survival of Mark Watney Reflected in Andy Weir’s the Martian Novel (2015): An Individual Psychology Study.” Based on the research, researcher concludes that there are six aspects of the individual psychology study that explains the character from Mark Watney: inferiority feeling, striving for superiority, fictional finalism, social interest, style of life, and creative power. The spirit of Mark Watney is shown when he treats his wound after a storm on Mars. There are survival stages from Mark Watney: first ability, desire, stay alone, under adverse conditions, all alone, until rescued.
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